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The work of Emily Jones (United Kingdom, 1987) operates at the junction of multiple
fields: science, ecology, cosmology, architecture, technology, archaeology, geography,
as well as history, memory and belief, which are viewed as interconnected strata. These
different fields of knowledge intersect and merge within living environments made to be
experimented with, like landscapes both physical and mental, in which language and matter
- often organic, alive and evolving for the duration of the exhibition - inhabit the
space, each activating its own invocatory power.
Her environments are populated by objects (like toys, embroideries, fruits and vegetables,
architecture), evoking a certain ecological, social or historical reality of a complex
world, in which all apparently stable definitions seem to get shattered and reconfigured.
They reflect the fluid, constantly evolving reality of a world built over time by a certain
ideology, as if unalterably. The artist’s work also conceives the exhibition not so much
as a series of works to observe, but rather a ‘set of entities’ that, once connected,
generate a liminal dimension similar to that of a ritual, namely, that moment of unease
and confusion, the interzone attained during a rite of passage, which she conceives as
a fundamentally vital position.
Embodying these constant changes and interactions, these ‘sets of entities’ are often
accompanied by elements of raw, sanitised language, used not only for their visual quality
- their cold graphic design, as if extracted from office-automation software - but also
for the reality they evoke, the image they produce in people’s minds. Language and matter
act in a constant to-and-fro between reality and sign, abstraction and representation.
Language also makes it possible (through the printouts, but also through the prism of
performance) to explore translation from one language to another, and especially the
transposition from one culture to another, one civilisation to another, one historical
period to another, etc. In her work, one often finds a phrase that has been translated
several times, the artist viewing translation as fertile territory in which a word in one
language can cover multiple meanings in another, making it impossible to lock meaning.
Language therefore operates like a swamp from which life is born and multiple organisms
develop.
This exhibition has been organised in partnership with Théâtre amateur delmois and Foyer
rural de Delme.

On the occasion of her exhibition as a bird would a snake, Emily Jones offers the visitor
a chance to enter a space where the works of art do not act independently of one another,
but form a whole in which they interact with the humans and nonhumans that enter their
universe. Each part is a kind of offering, a gift for a community to use and appropriate.
The ground floor is entirely occupied by a pavilion (purity is not an option), serving as
a stage for the performance entitled Sorso, a play written and directed by the artist,
performed once on the evening of the opening and then broadcast during the exhibition.
Originally written in English, the play was translated into Québécois. Modelled on
Family Constellations, Sorso — meaning “sip” in Italian — presents three characters:
a narrator, Ghiaccio (ice) and Lingua (tongue), circulating from one place to another
in the synagogue, interacting with the public, but also with objects and fluids. Sorso
is about snakes and birds, words frequently used when learning to read in England,
architecture, trees, the Aztecs’ Five Suns creation myth, the 2011 London riots, hermit
crabs, desalination factories, the personality traits associated with various homeopathic
medicines and nature’s ability to heal itself without any action on the part of human
beings. Sorso invokes these various essentially imponderable energies and exposes them
to salt water exhorting this liquid to become a new homeopathic remedy.
The pavilion - something that municipal authorities usually offer to residents as a
place for meeting and sharing - echoes the synagogue as place offered to the faithful. It
becomes its double and questions how these gifts can be used for what they are, just as
another use could be ascribed to them, pavilions often being used by birds and homeless
people for shelter, or by children as a playground, in the same way as the synagogue
shifted from being place of worship to being a cultural space.
Upstairs, a typical small-apartment kitchen (life tethered life) is reconstructed as if it
had been extracted from its everyday environment. Unlike a pavilion offered benevolently,
the landlord tries their best to “offer” a more or less viable kitchen to the tenants,
tolerably equipped to fit into the small space for which it is intended. Yet this kitchen
is used frequently. Its users consider it an important component of the apartment, and
for this reason it deserves to be offered with the same sincere benevolence as the
pavilion, which is used quite rarely.
Upstairs there is also a succession of three public benches (the world is full of
animals that need to hide), each naively painted with “natural” landscapes. Like benches
decorated by children, they are offered to visitors as a pause from the constant flow of
events in the public space. The science of permaculture teaches us the importance of
companion planting to repel parasites, attract pollinating insects and to improve the
growth of plants: closely connected within the synagogue, the pavilion, the kitchen and
the benches likewise tend to ward off harmful and toxic energies.
Against the prevailing flow of moralism and guilt arising from the ecological crisis and
widespread awareness of it, Emily Jones’s works do not stigmatise anything in particular.
It is not a matter of extricating ourselves, and our responsibilities, from the rest —
something that is always an anthropocentric reflex after all — but rather understanding
our actions as being part of a whole: since what we do has its place in this whole, and
needs to be accepted as such because we occupy a place in it. Although it is also not
a matter of saying how to proceed, Emily Jones encourages us to give another thought to
what surrounds us, what shapes us, to what we are within this whole, thanks to having
got through the Nature/Culture opposition. She encourages us to consider our presence in
the world in interconnection with others, to imagine a field of thought that is always
open and shared with a community of living beings that, together, have an immeasurable
capacity to build intelligently.
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RELATED EVENTS
TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION BY BENOÎT LAMY DE LA CHAPELLE, DIRECTOR OF THE ART CENTRE
Sunday 31 March at 4pm
Free, without reservation.
WEEKLY VISIT
Guided tour of the exhibition as a bird would a snake every Sunday at 4pm.
Free, without reservation.
DUO-VISIT « SALT WATER, LIFE WATER »
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE CONSERVATOIRE D’ESPACES NATURELS DE LORRAINE
Saturday 11 May 2019 from 2pm to 4:30pm
The visit-duo crosses knowledge and disciplines around a common theme. Thierry Gydé,
head of nature activities at the CEN Lorraine, proposes to discover the salt marshes of
Marsal as well as the very particular fauna and flora that develop in those areas. This
walk in the heart of the Pays du Saulnois, the Pays des Salines (salt manufacturing
territory), echoes Emily Jones exhibition as a bird would a snake, in which she
invokes the symbolism of saltwater in its ritual dimension, as a source of life and a
homeopathic cure. Camille Grasser, head of visitor services at the art centre, will be
the guide of this initiatory process !
Free, Reservation required.
INTRODUCTORY SESSION TO MEDITATION
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE CENTRE DE MÉDITATION KADAMPA DHARMACHAKRA
Wednesday 24 April from 7pm to 8:30pm
In connection with Emily Jones’s project which invites us to rethink our relationship to
the other and the world in a perspective of harmonious life between all living beings,
a session of initiation to meditation is proposed in partnership with the Meditation
Center Kadampa Dharmachakra of Metz.
Romain Abjean, a resident Buddhist teacher, offers a teaching, two guided meditations
on the theme of the session and a moment of exchange.
Open to all, beginners or more experienced practitioners.
More informations soon.

RELATED EVENTS (following)
“BIG IDEAS SMALL HANDS” WORKSHOPS > FOR CHILDREN AGED 6-11 > 2pm to 5pm
Wednesday 17 April 2019
Wednesday 8 May 2019
Wednesday 22 May 2019
Led by Camille Grasser, head of visitor services, and artist Katia Mourer, these workshops
allow children to discover the current exhibition through a playful, concrete approach
to the exhibited works.
Free. Reservation requested.
HAND-IN-HAND WORKSHOP > PARENTS AND CHILDREN > FOR CHILDREN AGED 7 and up > 3pm to 4:30pm
Saturday 18 May 2019
For children aged 5 to 12 accompanied by their parents. The art centre is offering a workshop for
children and their parents! Little ones and bigger ones can come and share a convivial moment
playfully discovering works of art.
Free. Reservation requested.

PLAY-WORKSHOP > FOR CHILDREN AGED 7 and up > 10am to 11:30pm
IN PARTNERHSIP WITH THE MÉDIATHÈQUE DE DELME
Wednesday 10 April 2019
Free. Reservation requested. Contact the Médiathèque: 03 87 01 39 91.
TEACHER MEETING
Thursday 21 March 2019 at 4:30pm
Teachers will be welcomed by Camille Grasser, head of visitor services, for an introduction
to the exhibition as a bird would a snake and the Gue(ho)st House, a public commission by
Christophe Berdaguer and Marie Péjus.

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS

CONTACT

From Wednesday to Saturday, 2pm - 6pm
and Sunday 11am - 6pm.
Admission free.
Guided tour every Sunday at 4pm.

CAC - la synagogue de Delme
33 rue Poincaré F-57590 Delme
+33(0)3 87 01 43 42

ACCESS

CONTACT EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

FROM PARIS (by train 90mins):
TGV Est, get off at Metz or Nancy
FROM METZ (by car, 30mins):
D955, formerly route de Strasbourg
FROM NANCY (by car, 30mins):
N74 towards Château-Salins
then D955 towards Metz

Camille Grasser
publics@cac-synagoguedelme.org
+33(0)3 87 01 43 42 (office)
+33(0)3 87 01 35 61 (exhibition space)

PARTNERS
CAC - la synagogue de Delme is grateful for support from :

CAC - la synagogue de Delme is a member of d.c.a / French association for the development
of centres d’art, LoRA - Contemporary Art Network, and the Arts en résidence - French
national network.

